ABSTRACT: Herein is developed a fundamental solution to the problem of the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in a dilatant soil which exhibits effects of large strains. A result of some importance to geomechanics concerns the development of a shear stress-strain curve for the tested soil by using the measured pressure-cavity wall displacement response. It is shown that in order to develop the desired stress-strain relationship for a dilatant soil it is necessary to introduce a kinematic constraint which relates the finite volumetric strain in the soil to the components of the Lagrangian strain matrix. Particular results are developed for the case where the volumetric strains vary linearly with the radial and circumferential Lagrangian strain components.
INTRODUCTION
The class of problems which examines the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in a soil mass is of some interest to geotechnical engineering. Solutions developed for the expansion of a cavity in an unbounded soil have been used quite extensively in the examination of the pressuremeter problem and in the study of the state of stress around driven piles. Articles by Gibson and Anderson (5), Smith (23) , Smith and Kay (24) , , Vesic (27) , Palmer (16) , Baguelin, et al. (1), Prevost and Hoeg (18) , Banerjee and Stipho (3) , and Carter, et al. (4) , investigate the cylindrical cavity expansion problem by incorporating a diversity of material properties which range from ideal or work hardening plastic behavior to strain softening. The literature, both theoretical and experimental, devoted to cavity expansion problems associated with soil media is quite extensive and no attempt will be made to provide a comprehensive bibliography. Accounts of such studies are given by Wroth (28) and Baguelin, et al. (2) .
The pressuremeter problem in in situ testing consists of the application of a uniform pressure to a section of a borehole which is either preformed or created by a self-boring pressuremeter. The dimensions of the pressurized region are arranged in such a way that an approximate state of plane strain exists in the central section of the pressurized length [e.g., Laier, et al. (14) , Livneh, et al. (15) ]. With currently used pressuremeters, the displacement of the cavity wall is measured as a function of the applied pressure. The primary objective of the test is therefore to determine the constitutive relationships for the tested soil by examining the pressure-cavity wall displacement response.
In earlier theoretical developments of the pressuremeter problem, it has been recognized that the expansion of the cavity induces large strains in soil regions in the vicinity of the cavity wall. Figs. 1 and 2 show typ-'Prof. and Chmn., Dept. of Civ. Engrg., Carleton Univ., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1S 5B6.
Note.-Discussion open until August 1, 1984. To extend the closing date one month, a written request must be filed with the ASCE Manager of Technical and Professional Publications. The manuscript for this paper was submitted for review and possible publication on February 3, 1983 . This paper is part of the Journal of Geotechnical Engineering, Vol. 110 (1) have considered the problem related to the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in a clay soil mass which exhibits undrained or incompressible response. The assumption of incompressibility greatly reduces the mathematical analysis of the large strain problem. In particular, these investigations assume that the relationship between the stress difference, o" -o-9e (where a ti is the Cauchy stress matrix in the deformed state), can be expressed as a function, $(e e e)/ of the circumferential component, e e e / of the finite strain matrix. Furthermore, the form of the function, <J>(T(), can be directly determined from the pressure ^-cavity wall displacement, i\a, relationship (in which a = the radius of the cavity in the undeformed state). The analogous problem which relates to the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in a compressible or dilatant soil is particularly relevant to the laboratory or in situ determination of the mechanical properties of granular soils. The presence of soil compressibility or dilatancy makes the large strain analysis of the cavity expansion problem much more complicated. The investigations of Ladanyi (11), Palmer and Mitchell (17), Wroth and Windle (29), Hughes, et al. (8) , and Baguelin, et al. (2) , concentrate on the treatment of the small strain cavity expansion problem for compressible or dilatant soils. These articles indicate that a solution for the cavity expansion problem, for the small strain formulation, can be attempted only by imposing certain a priori assumptions with regard to the constitutive behavior of the tested soil.
This paper is concerned with the analysis of the large strain response of a cylindrical cavity in a soil mass which exhibits incompressible, compressible, or dilatant characteristics. The general form of the constitutive relationship is assumed to be such that the stresses in the deformed configuration depend on the large strains in the current configuration. Such an assumption seems to be appropriate for monotonic loading paths that are associated with the virgin or pseudo-elastic curve of a cavity expansion problem.
In the first part of the paper it is shown that the undrained cavity expansion problem for large strains currently quoted in the literature (1, 13, 16) , is mathematically similar to the finite deformation problem associated with the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in an isotropic elastic solid treated originally in the classical studies of Rivlin (19) [see also Rivlin (21), Truesdell and Noll (26), Green and Zerna (6), Green and Adkins (7), and Spencer (25) ]. The function, ^P, described previously bears a formal mathematical resemblance to a combination of response functions used to characterize isotropic elastic materials which experience large strains. The remainder of the paper concentrates on the development of a solution to the finite strain cavity expansion problem for a compressible or dilatant soil medium. In order to develop such a solution, a "kinematic constraint" is introduced in the form of a relationship between the large volumetric strain, A V/V 0 , and the components of the Lagrangian strain matrix. When this kinematic constraint has a linear form, the large strain cavity expansion problem can be solved in an exact fashion. In this sense, the functional relationship for $(TI) for the compressible soil can be derived from the pressure-cavity wall displacement response. The a priori assumptions with regard to constitutive behavior of the tested soil (i.e., the kinematic constraints) limits the scope of the pressuremeter test as a means for determining all possible mechanical parameters of dilatant or compressible granular soils. Nonetheless, the test itself is a useful guide for the verification of constitutive parameters derived from other laboratory or in situ tests.
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
In order to describe the large deformation, it is convenient [see e.g., Green and Zerna (6), Selvadurai and Spencer (22) ] to introduce a system of rectangular Cartesian coordinates and denote by X A (A = 1, 2, 3) the coordinates of a generic particle in the reference configuration, and by x t (X A ) (i = 1, 2, 3) the coordinates of the same particle in the deformed configuration (i.e., x, are functions of X A ). The cylindrical polar coordinates (R, 0,Z) in the reference configuration and r, 6, z in the deformed configuration are given by Xi = R cos 9; X 2 = R sin 6; X 3 = Z %i = r cos 6; x 2 = r sin 6;
For plane strain deformations which exhibit cylindrical symmetry, r depends solely on R and 8, z are independent of R: i.e. From the geometry of deformation and from conservation of mass
in which V corresponds to the volume of an element in the deformed configuration whose initial volume is denoted by V 0 . The Cauchy-Green strain matrix refers to the r, 6, z system given by
The Lagrangian strain matrix, e, is related to B according to 2e = B-I (6) (7) in which I = the identity matrix. In keeping with the notation in soil mechanics, compressive strains are taken as positive. The invariants of B are
To define the state of stress in the soil mass, the Cauchy measure of stress (which is given by resolving the force per unit area in the de-formed body referred to the r, 0, z system) is introduced. In pressuremeter type problems, the nonzero components of the Cauchy stress matrix, o For consistency, compressive stresses are taken to be positive. The state of cylindrically symmetric deformation characterized by Eq. 2 will be realized only in materials which exhibit either complete isotropy or transverse isotropy in the Xi-X 2 plane. In the following, attention will be restricted to isotropic soils. The state of deformation is such that there is no rotation of principal axes of the strain components. The elements of the strain matrix in the finitely deformed state can be derived from the summation of the strain increments taken over a history of monotonic loading. Consequently, for virgin loadings associated with a pressuremeter test, the stress-strain relationship can be expressed in the functional form
From a representation theorem for isotropic functions [e.g., Rivlin and Ericksen (20) , Jaunzemis (9) , and Spencer (25) ] it can be shown that Eq. 12 has the explicit form <r = Xol + XiB + X-iB-1 (13) in which \n = X»W (" = 0/ 1/ -1/ r = h 2, 3) = scalar functions of the invariants of B.
The equations of equilibrium in the deformed configuration can be expressed in terms of the components of a. For zero body forces, the nontrivial equation of equilibrium reduces to dvrr + <J" -g e9 = Q (14) dr r
The traction boundary conditions in the deformed configuration can be expressed in the form T = <rn (15) in which T = the tractions in the deformed surface which has direction cosines, n.
PRESSUREMETER PROBLEM FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE SOIL
The solution to the large strain undrained cavity expansion problem is presented in current geotechnical literature [Palmer (16) , Landanyi (13), and Baguelin, et al. (2)]. The purpose of this section is to illustrate the fact that the derivation of the large strain undrained cavity expansion problem can be recovered from the formal mathematical analysis of the associated finite elasticity problem in nonlinear continuum mechanics. For incompressible soil behavior det F = det B = I 3 = 1, and the re-maining strain invariants of B reduce to the single invariant *- (16) Considering plane strain deformations involving incompressible materials, the nonlinear constitutive relation (Eq. 13) reduces to the form «r = -pi + XiB + x-iB" 1 (17) in which x" = Xn(I) (n = 1, -1); and p = an isotropic stress which is to be determined by satisfying the boundary conditions of the cavity expansion problem. From Eq. 17
The variable R can be eliminated from Eq. 18 by an integration of the incompressibility condition det F = 1, i.e.
rdr=\ RdR (20) in which a = the radius of the cavity in the undeformed state; and t\a = the displacement at the cavity wall boundary (Fig. 3) . Evaluation of Eq. 20 yields
Using this relationship, Eq. 18 can be recast in the form a" -<r ee = $'*(r,T)) (21) (22) In Eq. 22 the superscript 'V is intended to signify the incompressible case and fo" = *'*(r,Ti)-(24)
in which "9 = the radial component of the Cauchy stress as the cavity wall boundary; and <r h = the horizontal component of the in situ stress state (Fig. 3) . The analysis of the large strain undrained cavity expansion problem is reduced to the solution of Eq. 24 for the constitutive functions XK(J " ., dr
Jr
The approach adopted by Palmer (16) and others in the treatment of the undrained cavity expansion problem is to identify <t>' * (r, T|) as a separate constitutive function which describes the "shear stress-strain" relationship for the tested soil. This is evident from Eq. 22. Introducing a change of variable defined by O = --1 (26) R K ' the response function (Eq. 25) can be expressed in the form <&' * (r, r\) = <J>'(ft)or <r n -(T 89 = **(«) (27) Using these reductions, the result (Eq. 25) can be expressed in the form
The explicit form for 4>'(TI) can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 28 with respect to i\, i.e.
It is important to note that currently available pressuremeter devices, such as the Camkometer or the Autoforeur, measure the function ^(TJ) directly in the test. The result (Eq. 29) is given in the geotechnical literature cited previously (2, 13, 16) . It should, however, be noted that the methodology adopted in the present derivation uses a rigorous formulation based on principles of nonlinear continuum mechanics. It illustrates the fact that the large strain undrained constitutive property, de-
PRESSUREMETER PROBLEM FOR DILATANT SOIL
When examining the pressuremeter problem for a dilatant (or compressible) soil it is important to realize that both the density of the soil in the finitely deformed state and the deformation [i.e., r(R)] constitute unknowns of the problem. Consequently, the large strain problem related to the expansion of a cylindrical cavity in a dilatant soil cannot be attempted without imposing certain a priori constitutive constraints on the deformation characteristics of the soil. [In contrast, the stringent constraints of incompressible behavior essentially fixes the possible mode of deformation, r(R), independent of the stress-strain characteristics of the soil.] Therefore, to examine the pressuremeter problem related to a dilatant soil it is, unfortunately, necessary to impose a plausible kinematic constraint on the deformation. For granular soils such as dense sands which exhibit dilatancy effects, these constraints will usually be derived from experimental observations. For example, Ladanyi (11) introduces a bilinear form of the volumetric strain-shear strain relationship in his classical studies of the compressible small strain response of the pressuremeter test. Hughes, et al. (8) have assumed a linear relationship between the same variables in their analysis of the small strain response of the pressuremeter tests on cohesionless soils. The work by Wroth and Windle (29) employs a linearized small strain relationship between the volumetric strain and the circumferential strain. Any kinematic assumption, despite its limitations, provides an essential first approximation for the examination of the pressuremeter results derived from tests conducted on dilatant or compressible soils. In this paper these concepts are extended to include effects of large strains. In particular it is assumed that the dilatant characteristics of the soil are such that the dilatant volumetric strain (&V/V 0 ) is related to the components of the Lagrangian strain matrix, e, in a linear fashion, i.e., and D = a constant which can be evaluated by making use of the displacement boundary conditions at the cavity wall. Since r = a(l + r\) at R = a, it is evident that D = y\{2 + T)) (Fig. 3) .
AV -= -sin v(\^r r
We shall now examine the constraints imposed on the constitutive assumption (Eq. 30) by virtue of the deformation induced in the infinite soil mass containing the cylindrical cavity:
1. We observe that in Eq. 30 kV/V 0 is a volume increase, e rr is a compressive stress, e eB is a tensile strain, and X t and X 2 are considered to be positive constants. For the relationship (Eq. 30) to be consistent sin v > 0, i.e. For the deformation field (Eq. 32) to be physically admissible, det FT*0. Using Eq. 3 and Eq. 32, this constraint can be rewritten in the form of a more stringent inequality:
Thus the lafge strain solution to the pressuremeter problem related to a dilatant soil is expected to be valid for cavity wall displacements which do not violate the inequality (Eq. 36). Since X, and v are considered to be positive, Eq. 36 will be satisfied for all choices of t] > 0.
Following the analysis presented in the previous sections, it may be assumed that the desired shear stress strain relationship for the dilatant soil can also be expressed in the form 
[Xi sin v -(1 -VI + \i\ 2 sin 2 v) T|(2 + TI)] *V The preceding result represents the large strain shear stress-strain relationship for a dilatant soil which exhibits volume change characteristics defined by Eq. 30. 1. In the limiting case when the soil is incompressible, v -* 0 and Eq. 40 reduce to the result given by Palmer (16) (see, e.g., Eq. 29).
2. In the case when k^ -» 0, Eq. 40 gives
The expression for $S(TI) given by Eq. 41 extends, to the large strain case, the results developed by Wroth and Windle (29) for the small strain response of a cavity expansion problem in which the kinematic constraint is a linearized or small strain equivalent of Eq. 30. The result developed by Wroth and Windle (29) can be rewritten in the form *iCn) = i)(l + i))(4 + 2-n -2X 2 sin v) dV The purpose of this section is to examine the manner in which large strain and dilatancy effects can influence the shear stress-strain response of a soil as predicted from the result (Eq. 40). Usually in such an examination it is desirable to use actual data derived from pressuremeter tests. Such results are, however, unavailable to the writer. Furthermore, actual pressuremeter data rather than data recovered from published papers (e.g., Figs. 1-2) should be used in any mathematical computations. Under these circumstances it is appropriate to adopt a numerical illustration which is essentially independent of the measured pressuremeter response curve, ^(iq). We note that the work of Wroth and Windle (29) does take into account dilatant effects in the soil in the small strain range, particularly for the situation where the volumetric strain depends only on the circumferential strain, e e9 . In the current investigation the large strain effects of both e rr and e ee are incorporated. The relative influences of the additional variable e rr and large strain effects can be estimated by comparing Eq. 40 with the result developed by Wroth and Windle (29) . From Eqs. 40 and 42 we obtain
The preceding nondimensional expression for correction factor C R [= C R (\i ,X 2 ,V,TI)] can be evaluated for specific choices of X,-, v, and t] to assess the influences of e rr and large strain dilatancy effects on the pressuremeter response.
Figs. i(a-h) shows the manner in which the parameters X,, v, and r\ influence the large strain response in the pressuremeter test in which the volume change characteristics are defined by the kinematic constraint (Eq. 30). When Xi = 0, the kinematic constraint (Eq. 30) takes into account the influence of only e ee . Therefore, the curves corresponding to Xj = 0 give estimates of only the influence of large strains on the pressuremeter response. The parameter X 2 sin v can be identified with the constant, I, used in the small strain analysis carried out by Wroth and Windle (29) . For example, when Xi = 0; X 2 = 2; v = 20° [or X 2 sin v = 0.68; this can be compared with the value of I = 0.50 used by Wroth and Windle (29) ], the value of C R varies from 1.00 to 0.913 for nri in the range 0 to 0.30. In general, the effects of large strains become dominant only with increasing dilatancy angle v and X,-. For values of v < 10°, the effects of large strains are relatively small. The incorporation of the variable e" in the volume change characteristics leads to similar conclusions. In general, the correction factor, C R , becomes appreciable only for large values of A, sin v.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental studies in pressuremeter testing indicate that large strain effects are of importance to the examination of these results. The influences of large strains can be examined quite conveniently in situations where cohesive soils exhibit incompressible or undrained behavior. This paper presents a theoretical assessment of the large strain response of a pressuremeter test conducted in a dilatant soil. It is shown that the mathematical analysis of the problem is facilitated by the introduction of a kinematic constraint which relates the finite volumetric strain to the components of the Lagrangian strain matrix in a linear fashion. This procedure essentially extends the techniques adopted by Wroth and Windle (29) and Hughes, et al. (8) to include effects of large strains. Despite these simplifying assumptions, it is difficult to determine all the constitutive functions which characterize the monotonic large strain response of a dilatant soil from the single response measured in a pressuremeter test. Some limited insight to the stress-strain characteristics of the tested soil can be gained by restricting attention to the derivation of a shear stress-strain curve similar to that derived from an undrained pressuremeter test. It is shown that this shear stress-strain curve for a dilatant soil can be derived from a knowledge of the pressuremeter curve and the linear form of the kinematic constraint for the soil. The numerical results presented in the paper examine the influence of large strain effects on the pressuremeter response in a dilatant soil. A comparison is made with the analytical estimates given by Wroth and Windle (29) for the pressuremeter response in a dilatant soil with linearized or small strain kinematic constraints. It is shown that the influences of large strains become appreciable only for soils which exhibit high (v > 20°) dilatancy angles or large \, (>2). When v < 10°, the results given by Wroth and Windle (29) can be used, quite accurately, to examine the pressuremeter response for a wide range of cavity displacements (T) < 0.30). The analysis presented in this paper and that given by Wroth and Windle (29) assume that the dilatancy angle remains constant for the entire range of strains considered. This is essentially an approximation of the real response in which the dilatancy angle can decrease with increasing strain. Therefore, the analysis presented in this paper can only be visualized as an upper limit for the shear stress-strain response derived from a pressuremeter test conducted on a dilatant soil. The factor C R can be applied as a correction factor to account for effects of large strains. The essential features of the method outlined here can be applied to examine other nonlinear forms of kinematic constraints. Such kinematic constraints should be derived from experiments which involve the measurement of finite volumetric strains and both major and minor principal strains.
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